NOTES:
"A"—STRIP WIDTH (Transverse to direction of travel) 300mm
"B"—CENTRE TO CENTRE SPACING OF STRIPS 300mm
"C"—STRIP LENGTH (Longitudinal to direction of travel) 175mm ± 25mm
"D"—STRIP DEPTH 6mm ± 2mm
"E"—STRIP SHAPE — ROUNDED

SECTION A—A

NOTES:
1. CENTRE LINE RUMBLE STRIPS INSTALLED ON 100 SERIES HIGHWAYS WHERE SPEED LIMIT > 70KM/H.
2. CENTRE LINE RUMBLE STRIPS NOT TO BE INSTALLED ON OR WITHIN 30m OF BRIDGE DECK.
3. CENTRE LINE RUMBLE STRIPS TO BE DISCONTINUED THRU INTERSECTIONS BUT WILL CONTINUE PAST DRIVEWAYS AND WOODS ROAD ENTRANCES.
4. CENTRE LINE RUMBLE STRIPS SHALL BE INSTALLED IN BOTH "PASSING" AND "NO PASSING" ZONES.
5. PAINTED CENTRE LINE MARKINGS TO BE APPLIED (OR REAPPLIED) AFTER CENTRE LINE RUMBLE STRIPS INSTALLED.

APPENDIX "A"
CONTINUOUS CENTRE LINE RUMBLE STRIPS